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Reaching
Everyone Together
Dear Partner in Ministry,
Partnership accelerates the work of the Great Commission
of our Lord Jesus Christ. As Christian organizations put
aside logos and egos and work together, we daily accelerate
the process of taking the Word of Life to 5 billion precious
people who do not yet know God. Jesus Film Project®
provides tools and vision for evangelism, discipleship
and church extension to a broad and growing network of
partners working with one mind and one heart to make
Jesus known to everyone, everywhere! The following stories
will give you a glimpse of the power of this partnership.
Partnership is crucial not only in the field-work of mission,
but also in gathering the resources crucial to finishing the
task of taking the gospel to the nations. Those who give
financially to the cause of Christ are an equally important
part of the work God is doing far and wide to reveal
Himself to the world. The following stories belong to all
who have played a role in making them possible. As you
read these stories, may you rejoice in knowing you are
part of something of divine and eternal significance—the
transformation of lives and the extension of the church of
Jesus Christ into unreached areas.
Just look what God can do through us as we work together!
Rejoicing with you,

Erick Schenkel , Ph.D.
Executive Director
Jesus Film Project®

Erick and Elizabeth Schenkel
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YOU’RE HELPING EVERYONE SEE JESUS

“

Look at the nations and watch—and be utterly
amazed. For I am going to do something in your days
that you would not believe, even if you were told.”
— Habakkuk 1:5, New International Version

H

ow often do you look at the nations and
stand utterly amazed or troubled, or

worried? You see civil war, terrorism, hunger
and natural disaster. And oftentimes, you feel
helpless.
But you also know God has something to say

1

about it. Jesus came to save the world, not
condemn it. You know that to be true.

The Mission
To provide effective evangelism and

So you’ve given generously to take the gospel to

follow-up media tools and strategies

the ends of the earth. You have partnered with

to help reach everyone, everywhere.

Jesus Film Project® and now millions have a
way to know God—to know that He knows their
language and knows their name.
This review of the ministry fruit of Jesus Film®
over the past year gives you a way to “look at the
nations” as few others can. God is drawing each
person on the planet into a personal relationship
with Him. You are at the center of this work. You

2
The Vision
To see spiritual movements
everywhere so everyone knows
someone who truly follows Jesus.

have made it happen. And you won’t stop until
we have reached everyone. Neither will we.

3
Together, we will bring countless others faceto-face with Jesus and ignite partnerships to

The Core Values

build the kingdom of God. You can make your

Faith, Growth, Fruitfulness

investment multiply even further by sharing this
review with your friends.

2017
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“

The power of the JESUS film

Visit: www.jesusfilm.org/AnnualReview

is its presentation of the

to share online or order physcial copies.

teachings and the actions

As you read may you “be utterly amazed” at

of Jesus. The miracle of the

God’s work and fall more deeply in love with

gospel is that Jesus can touch
the felt cultural and spiritual
needs of any society.”
—John Connor, former Director, JESUS Film
Partnership of Global Partners, Wesleyan Church

Him.
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Launching Spiritual
Movements
With a mission to win, build
and send Christ-centered
multiplying disciples, Global
Church Movements helps
build sustainable churches
and faith communities—one
for every 1,000 people. As
a ministry focus of Campus
Crusade for Christ® (Cru®),
// ARTICLE //

Planting Churches Together
CREATING CONNECTIONS

S

tumbling through the grassy field, Alex made his way to
the large tent on his neighbor’s property and asked what

was going on. The Romanian film team members explained
they would be showing a film about the life of Jesus. Curious
and available, Alex offered to help.
The team members hesitated—Alex had a reputation as
a drunken, unstable man. He’d been in jail. He could be
belligerent. But they saw his offer as God’s invitation to show
him the love of Jesus. So they welcomed him. While they
worked, different team members told him about Jesus. Alex
wanted more. He wanted a way out of his addictions. Seeing
a light in them, he said,

“I want to be like you.”

GCM collaborates with existing
churches, trains disciplemakers, and uses Jesus Film
Project® resources in their
church-planting efforts.

2017
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And with simple, childlike faith, Alex made

curious—drawing people to an event they

a decision to follow Christ.

would otherwise shun. And God meets
them in transformative ways.

A tent in an open field. Believers living in
community. A film about Jesus in their own

Since that night in a grassy field,

language. All elements of creative strategies

multiplying groups of believers have

to plant the kingdom of God in harvest

sprouted in many Romanian communities.

fields around the world.

Alex has been sharing his faith and
participates in a weekly Bible study. The

REMOVING OBSTACLES

community of believers marvels at the
work God is doing. “The change God did

Several years ago the Global Church

in Alex leads him to go and speak [about

Movements Romanian staff members

Jesus] wherever there is an opportunity.

discovered people in rural communities
were reluctant to come to see the films
JESUS, The Story of Jesus for Children,

God ... [took] a notorious drunkard
and turned [him] into a new man,”

and Magdalena: Released From Shame.
Traditionally Orthodox, Romanians won’t

said Cristina, a GCM team member. The

come to a church building that’s not their

tent strategy drew him in ways a church

own. But they will come to a tent. The tent

building couldn’t.

and surrounding activities make them

// 7
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TURNING TO THE LIGHT
In other corners of the world, spiritual

Immediately Thomas knew what he
had to do—redeem the land and offer
the small island to God.

obstacles force church planters to wait on
God’s timing before they can introduce

With Thomas’ help, the Wesleyans planted

people to Jesus.

a church—the first church ever on this
island. Thomas is now one of the elders

The team from the Wesleyan Church, a

of the church and also helps with their

long-time partner of Jesus Film®, set up for

outreaches using JESUS.

a film showing near a river. Thomas, one of
the volunteers, gazed at the waterway and

This is church planting—the gospel sending

reflected on its dark significance in his life.

roots into a community and new life

But after tonight’s event—showing JESUS

springing forth. People meet Jesus and

and the water baptism of new believers—

they are changed. And when people are

the river would represent a moment of

changed, communities are strengthened

light.

and transformed. You have given
generously so people in every village and

Years earlier, rebels had arrested Thomas

neighborhood in the world contains a faith

and threatened to kill him if he didn’t join

community pointing people to Jesus. The

their fight. When he refused, the rebels tied

mission is set before us. We’ll keep working

a large rock around his neck and threw

and walking in faith until it’s finished.

him in the river to drown. To the rebels’
surprise, demonic powers in Thomas
supernaturally strengthened him to climb
out of the water. Frightened, the rebels fled.
Thomas felt compelled by the demons to
fight for ownership of an island in the
river. He physically challenged the island
community’s leaders and the people trying
to plant a church there. Eventually the
town leaders told him they would leave the
island. He had won.
Shortly after, Thomas met a Wesleyan
preacher who boldly told him about Jesus.
In that moment, Thomas encountered
God and surrendered his life to Christ,
experiencing freedom from demonic
control.

2017
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“

With the JESUS film, people come
face-to-face with Jesus and make
a decision for Him. But they
need to grow after that. So... we
partner with other organizations
to plant faith communities all
over the world, so that by 2025,
there would be one for every 1,000
people in the world.”

Celebrating a 10-Year
Partnership

—Stephanie Hayes, Jesus Film Ministry Partner

With a plan to connect people to
believers nearby, American Bible
Society, Faith Comes By Hearing and
Jesus Film Project® started the End to
End strategy in 2007. The partnership
supplies local believers with Bibles,
oral tools for follow-up and JESUS
in their heart language. Before
this partnership, ABS measured
their ministry’s progress in "tons
delivered." They delivered tons of
Bibles, literally, to a country that
often sat in a warehouse. Now, after
10 years of working together, the
End to End partnership can measure
324 new people groups engaged
with the message of Jesus. A thriving
partnership, indeed.

// MINISTRY IMPACT 2016 //

1,539
languages viewed through digital tools

WHY I GIVE
“I am thankful to Jesus
Film for providing our

“One of the neatest things about
Jesus Film is how it leverages other

ministry with a projector

organizations, to make certain no

system. Thank you for

seed goes unwatered .... Jesus Film

supporting us to save

has figured out a great model, and

[our] nation. When we

[they don’t] think it could all be

see people thirsty for
the Word of God and
receiving Christ—[we]
praise the Lord for these
great equipments. God
is great who provides us
these things to work for
His glory in this land of a
hopeless nation.”
Pastor Mushfar, a Jesus Film
partner working in a large
city in Central Asia

done by one organization—because
it can’t.”
—Ed Guerin,
Jesus Film Ministry
Partner.
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// ARTICLE //

Resisting the Gospel
CHANGING THE HARDEST HEARTS

L

ast night I felt change was coming.” Makeen* spoke
warmly to his two guests, film team workers in a country

// MINISTRY IMPACT 2016 //

1,798
equipment sets sent to the field

extremely resistant to the gospel. “Now my nokeer [field
worker] told me strangers had come to visit, and my spirit
woke up like you might be the change.

You are my guests. Come.”
The film team workers had contacted Makeen in an effort
to find a “man of peace” in the area. By reaching out to
unbelieving leaders in the community first, film team

People in remote places connect

workers can build relationships and obtain invitations from

with Jesus when they hear Him

*Names and photos changed for security

speak their heart language.

// MINISTRY IMPACT 2016 //

90

# of countries receiving equipment

Photo courtesy of Tribal Film Ministry
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influential people—an effective strategy for

“Alright, you can stay and show the film.”

taking the gospel to places still untouched
by the light of the gospel.

Grateful for the change of heart, the film
team workers resumed setting up the

Makeen, the village tribal leader, was kind

equipment. After a moment, Farid gave

and well-liked in his community. His son,

them a hand.

Farid, however, was not. A harsh, angry

his son could change.

When 84 adults (plus children)
gathered to watch JESUS, Farid sat
among them.

“Come.” Makeen welcomed the workers—

After the film ended, Farid approached

Gadi and Ibrahim—into his guest room,

Gadi: “It really touched me when I saw

inviting them to stay the night. He

Jesus caring for the people. Even when He

instructed his house workers to prepare

was crucified, He still blessed them. I have

dinner for the men. Encouraged by

decided to follow Jesus.”

young man, Farid liked to pick fights and
often beat his dad’s workers. Makeen hoped

Makeen’s openness, Gadi and Ibrahim
began setting up the film equipment.

Then, to everyone’s surprise, Farid told the
whole crowd about his decision. By the end

Suddenly Farid entered the room, riled

of the night, 62 people indicated the same

as usual. “What are you doing with this

decision.

equipment?”
These days, the old Farid is gone. The
“We have films on the prophets,” Gadi said

villagers know the new Farid—the kind,

calmly. “Would you like to watch them with

loving Farid. He is growing in his faith in

us tonight?”

Christ and serves with the film team by
ministering in his village and beyond. Farid

“No,” Farid shot back. “[True followers

is now your brother in Christ. You have

of my faith] don’t look at pictures of the

helped share JESUS with him and his life

prophets or videos of them.”

has been transformed by the power of the
gospel.

“You should at least watch the film about
the life of Isa [Jesus]. You will gain useful

RISKING FOR THE SAKE OF ONE MORE

knowledge. We came here because your
father is a great man and all the villagers

In countries where the religious climate

respect him. But if you don’t want to see

is especially hostile to Christianity, local

the real story of Isa, then we’ll just go to

believers must use extreme caution.

another village.” Gadi and Ibrahim prayed

The caution has forced them to become

silently Farid would relent.

creative—like using bookstores as avenues
to open spiritual dialogues and host private

Farid went quiet. He paced back and forth.

showings.

2017
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Private showings in a bookstore give curious
people a safe place to encounter JESUS.

In one major city, a bookshop near a university serves as a strategic mission platform. Students, professors
and business professionals frequent the store. The store owner, Hamet, converses with his customers and
notices if they show any interest in the Christian literature he has for sale.
After a few exploratory conversations, Hamet issues an invitation:

“In a few days, I'm going to show a film about spiritual matters. Would you like to come?”
He must use considerable discretion for the safety of other believers. And many customers do not accept
his invitation. But every few days, two to five people gather in his shop after hours to watch JESUS or
Magdalena: Released From Shame. Hamet is joined at the showings by his friend, Bashr, one of four GCM
staff members in the country, and they work together to meet and study with those who decide to follow
Jesus. At last count, Hamet and Bashr gave away 100 to 200 JESUS and Magdalena DVDs each month.
Bashr helps oversee the small churches that have formed, at least eight. But their meetings can consist of
no more than 10 people—it’s the law in their country. Every few months they hold larger, secret meetings
in the woods or at the seaside. The government deported many missionaries in 2010. Only strong,
steadfast, risk-taking believers were left.
These believers take tremendous risks to give their countrymen the chance to see Jesus face-to-face. You
link arms with them through your gifts and prayers—the body of Christ, each part doing its work.
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2017

Global Reach Through
Digital Tools

46,639,113
VIEWS GLOBALLY

6
UNITED
KINGDOM

1
UNITED
STATES

10
GERMANY

3
CHINA

2
9

8

INDIA

NIGERIA

GHANA

5
INDONESIA

4
BRAZIL

7
SOUTH
AFRICA

TOP 10 COUNTRIES TO ACCESS DIGITAL CONTENT

1. United States

5. Indonesia

9. Ghana

2. India

6. United Kingdom

10. Germany

3. China

7. South Africa

Access Jesus Film resources

4. Brazil

8. Nigeria

anywhere with the Jesus Film
Project app. Available through
the App Store and Google Play.
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// STORY //

OVERCOMING FEAR
“Abdul, do you like scary films?” Abdul
smiled and nodded, so Peter played the
short film, Nightwatch, on his tablet. Peter,
a Jesus Film® staff member, had met Abdul,
a 25-year-old Muslim man, in a remote
village in Southeast Asia, and was looking
for ways to point him to Jesus. But the
lack of common language was making it
difficult.
“So Abdul, what are people your age in
your country afraid of?”

// MINISTRY IMPACT 2016 //

230
countries accessed Jesus Film
digital content

“Oh, we are afraid of the devil. He is
powerful. People can’t protect themselves.”
Abdul struggled to find the English words.
“And people in my country are afraid of
where they stand before Allah.”

WHY I GIVE
“Jesus Film is a fabulous
organization, and the longer

“Abdul, I used to have the same fears. But

you’re involved with it, the more

then I learned about the power of Jesus.”

questions you ask. And the more

Peter’s smile and explanation of the gospel

questions you ask, the more I have

intrigued Abdul.

found that they’re answering the
questions in a very methodical,

After hearing this message of hope, Abdul

hands-on kind of way—equipping

told Peter he wanted to place his faith in

the saints for the works of the

Jesus. God used a simple story to connect

ministry.”

with Abdul’s fears, break through language
barriers, and illuminate his need for Jesus.

—Greg Weston,
Jesus Film Ministry
Partner

Women receive training on ways to invite
others to a life of following Jesus.

// ARTICLE //

Women Reaching Women
on the Frontlines
CATCHING THE VISION

T

he Sri Lankan women entered the darkened room,
curious and expectant, and sat in rows of red padded

chairs. Finally the film began and they experienced Jesus

163
Magdalena: Released From
Shame language versions

speaking to them as women. In their heart language, they
heard His tender words to the Samaritan woman at the well;
they saw His compassionate touch of the woman caught in
adultery; they marveled at His power to bring the widow’s

This film depicts Jesus’

son back to life. When the lights flickered back on, the

compassion toward women and

reaction was unanimous: Magdalena: Released From Shame

focuses on historical accounts

will help them tell more women about Jesus.

of His interactions with four
biblical women. Taking most of

Often marginalized in their own culture, these women grew

its content from the original film,

in confidence as they participated in one of many Magdalena

JESUS, was produced by Nardine

training conferences held this year. They learned how to

Productions® and distributed by

effectively use Magdalena: Released From Shame and its

Inspirational Films®.

corresponding Bible study. Conferences like this empower

ANNUAL REVIEW

Christian women around the world to

had loved and accepted him, Sharon gave

influence and reach their communities for

her life to the Lord. She had finally met the

Christ.

One who she could truly trust with her life.

Vinita, a trainee in India said, “I think this

PASSING IT ON

film is a great tool to reach women who
have had bad experiences in... life, to let

In many communities, the Magdalena

them know how valuable they are and how

training conferences gives them their first

beautiful their future can be despite the

exposure to God using them in strategic

ugly past they come out [of].”

ways. Women catch the vision for reaching
others with the life-changing message of

REACHING THEIR OWN

the gospel. They get a taste of God working
through them, and they like it.

Women have an uncanny way of
influencing those around them. They are

Suzana wanted to find a way to connect

natural networkers. When women come

with women in her Southern European

face-to-face with Jesus, like the Samaritan

community. She gathered a small group in

woman in the Gospels, they can’t keep Him

her apartment, showed them Magdalena in

to themselves.

segments and led the discussions. Soon she
saw the Holy Spirit moving in the women’s

In Mongolia the leaders of a support group
for mothers of disabled children watched
Magdalena. One of the mothers, Mona,
couldn’t get over the way Jesus accepted the
adulterous woman.
Since she was a Christian, she thought she
understood Christ’s acceptance of her, but
as she watched that scene, she experienced
it in a new way. She also began to
understand how Jesus accepted her child.

Mona knew other moms in her
situation needed this truth.
Mona took a copy of the DVD and shared
it with Sharon, whose child has Down
syndrome. After watching the film, Sharon
gained the courage to send her child to a
Christian youth camp. When he returned
and Sharon learned how the other children

hearts.

// 17
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They were understanding God’s love
for them.
When Suzana wrote to her friend Daniela
about the small group, Daniela quickly
responded. “I have a lot of friends who
want to listen about God, but their
husbands don’t let them come to church. I
want to get them together at my home and
do the same thing you are doing. Will you
help me?”
Suzana sent Daniela a copy of Magdalena
and the curriculum in Macedonian, her
heart language. Daniela called seven
women together for the initial meeting and
played the first film clip, “Jesus, Our Loving
Pursuer.” Daniela watched as the women
connected with the love Jesus has for
them—some of them for the first time.
Around midnight, Suzana received a
Facebook message from Daniela:
“I know it’s late, but I am so excited

about what God is doing in my family,
my group... They discovered new things
about themselves and God. At the end
... everybody said a little prayer of
thanksgiving. We had so much joy. My
cousin Stanka is already on fire for God and
all the time she testified how

God is doing new things in her,
saying ‘How beautiful is the life with
God!’”
Your gifts have supported this work. You
have given women like Daniela, Suzana
and Mona the opportunity to experience
the power of God working through them.
As women engage with the life-changing
story of Jesus, they step out in faith and tell
others. We still have work to do, but one
day soon, every woman, everywhere, will
have an opportunity to meet Jesus.
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// ARTICLE //

Leveraging Partners to
Reach Everyone
STRATEGIZING TOGETHER

T

A Mission, International Missions Board,
Faith Comes By Hearing and others, will

housands of churches, organizations

dramatically expand the goals of getting

and individuals use Jesus Film®

JESUS and its companion films into the

resources to reach believers around the

hands of people who need to hear about

globe. These partnerships continue to grow,

Jesus Christ.

and the life and story of Jesus is reaching
have done alone.

“We don’t have enough people,
bottom line,”

Bill Vasey spent 40 years as a missionary

said Tom Dennen, recording partnership

to a remote, mountainous region in

coordinator for Jesus Film Project’s

Guatemala, where he translated the Bible

Master Studio. “We’re not in the places

into a tribal language known as Central

that other groups are... They already have

Quichè. Over the years Bill developed deep,

relationships; they already have functional

personal relationships with the indigenous

operations in those [places]. They have

people. When the opportunity arose to

compounds and ministries to groups that

record JESUS in Quichè, the soft-spoken

we’re not able to touch.”

further than Jesus Film Project® could ever

73-year-old saw it as the chance of a
lifetime.
“The JESUS film has always been
impacting,” Bill said. “I believe it is a
unique ministry and anointed by the Spirit
of the Lord.”
This concept—of partnering with other
people and organizations to help fulfill
the Great Commission—is a long-standing
Jesus Film practice. But only recently have
partners asked to learn how to record and
produce JESUS themselves. This venture,
known as the Recording Partnerships
project, trains partners in language
production, script adaptation and voiceover recordings. Partners like Youth With

// 19
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EQUIPPING EVERYONE

nearby villages, and hundreds of people
responded to the Lord. God healed many

In recent years, Jesus Film has rallied

people of sickness and demonic power.

behind Mission 865, which focuses on
dubbing JESUS in languages with 50,000 or

The majority of those who responded were

more speakers. With recording partners,

young people. With a great spiritual hunger

we can include languages with fewer

driving them, hundreds of people from five

people. “There’s 5,000 other languages

or six villages trekked to a central location

out there under 50,000 people,” Tom said.

to watch the movie. They told David of

“Unless we find ways to give away what

their needs, asking for prayer. Specifically,

God has given us... we’ll never get done.

they asked for rain; many villages were

That’s the bottom line motivation. And it’s

in a drought. Once David arrived at a

got to happen.”

village, the rain started pouring down.
Rain followed him around the region as he

The goal to train recording partners began
in August 2015, when Jesus Film leaders
met with YWAM staff members in Kona,
Hawaii, for a two-week training. That was
the initial test project. It worked beautifully,
and this year, they are moving ahead with
20 languages in the South Pacific islands.
“Groups like YWAM are key, because they
have thousands—literally 25 to 26 thousand
staff around the world in 160-some
locations,” Tom said. “They are all trained
similarly. They all have—I’ll call it, let’s
go out and get it done motivation behind
them. They want to see Bible poverty
eradicated. We’re right on the same parallel
with them in that.”
BRINGING THE RAIN
YWAM staff member David Loea partnered
with Jesus Film to record nine languages in
Papua New Guinea in September 2015. At
the premiere of one of those languages,
Mailu, so many people came—nearly
1,000—it was difficult to minister to
everyone. Then David took the film to

showed the movie again and again.

2017
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The Mailu JESUS film continues to have

After they recorded the film, Tom showed

an impact wherever it is shown. “Jesus

Bill the first few minutes. “Words just don’t

speaks my language: Mailu,” said one

describe how I felt watching the first nine

viewer. “Jesus was a foreign Jesus, but now

minutes of the movie, Bill said.

He speaks my language!” The recording
partnerships project and your giving has
made this possible.

“I couldn’t speak when it was over.
I had to gather myself because it
impacted me so much.”

EXPERIENCING DEEP JOY
Partnerships work. They multiply our
Back in Guatemala, Bill Vasey and Tom

efforts in ways we couldn’t do alone. You

Dennen worked together to record JESUS

play a strategic part in making them work.

in Quichè, and Bill voiced the narrator role.

Your prayers, vision and giving enable the

He considered it an honor.

work, and the kingdom expands bringing
God’s glory and salvation to the nations.

Joining efforts with the full body of Christ, Tom Dennen trains a new crew of recording technicians.
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POWERFUL
INVESTMENT

For every

.88¢

donated to Jesus Film®

=1
Person indicates
a decision to
follow Christ.

1,556
language versions of JESUS
completed to date

So for every

1,000

$

donated

1,136
People indicate decisions for Christ.

IN 2016

215,425,704
viewings of all Jesus Film®
major films (JESUS, Magdalena:
Released From Shame, The
Story of Jesus for Children)

IN 2016

39,760,272
indicated decisions
for Christ

IN 2016

366,927
multiplying churches or
groups started
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// FROM ERICK //

Thank you for making an eternal difference
with your time, talent, treasure and
influence. We praise God for the work
He is accomplishing through you and the
thousands of ministry partners throughout
the world.
Together, we will accomplish His Great
Commission.
Until that time, we remain yours until
everyone sees Jesus.
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